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THE LYRICAL COMMANDER PROFORMANCE 1 10 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, HIP

HOP/RAP: Rap Details: WELCOME TO PHENOMENA VOLUME 1 ...... Proformance Shock wave Tidal

Wave Imperial Wave. Brought to you by KURT-VICTER - The Lyrical Commander- Sound Wave. 

RADIOACTIVE The Show Controller. No introduction necessary lets get to the show....... KURT-VICTER

lyrics jump out the speakers and into your imagination. 2006 brings to you a new Millennium of Hip-Hop

Talent to the Music Business. Entering a market filled with Hip-Hop, R&B, Alternative, and Country music

in todays over crowded industry, KURT-VICTER brings the stay tune of distinction to the market of today.

Growing up in the mean streets of New York he puts into use his music dynamics. Knowing that doing

music is his destiny, KURT-VICTER brings to you a brand new millennium of musical talent that impacts

music phenomenally. KURT-VICTER is the talented Spoken Word Proformer hailing from Proformance

Capital, establishing his mark on today's music. Keeping a commercial feel in the music that he does, you

feel the real club vibe that activates the dance for this new millennium. This is the key granted to his

activity of success in this music machine of today. You will experience the effect he converses as you

hear the up lifting feel in his songs that range from dance to spiritual to club vibes. KURT-VICTER will be

around and resound today and years to come. KURT-VICTER changes people's perception of Spoken

Word music into being Proformance. KURT-VICTER is the talented Proformer that brings attraction of

entertainment in Spoken Word music, rather than just being defined by images we see today. When

watching him Proform, you get a ride of energetic lyrical content that no other Spoken Word performer

has brought to the Hip-Hop industry and the music industry as a whole. The sound KURT-VICTER sends

is official and directed to the listeners of this new era declaring that with God and faith dreams come true.

KURT-VICTER is the Spoken Word Proformer that reflects what Hip-Hop should be! If you think there can
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be no other limit this Spoken Word music can go to, once you listen to KURT-VICTER your perception on

Spoken Word as just another sound wave shall indeed change. So people of the new Hip-Hop generation

prepare your ears for a brand new age of music. KURT-VICTER does the writing and production in that

he presents not just music making but making good music. Coming together in the year 2003

KURT-VICTER manifested the passion of his destiny. He has Proformed from New York to Hollywood.

2006 Welcomes to your listening pleasure KURT-VICTER. The new millennium and beyond presents to

you KURT-VICTER. Licensed to arouse the party, it's KURT-VICTER.
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